brarianship and the range of his interests and activities is impressive. In the preface, Heron states that the "essays reflect some of the ways in which he (Swank) has changed libraries and librarianship, some of his most important professional accomplishments." Heron, unfortunately, does not include a bibliography of Swank's writings, nor does Heron attempt to assess Swank's achievements.

The years from the Depression to the mid-seventies were years of increasingly rapid change. As we have become involved in change—especially in technology-based change—it may be that we have failed to learn from our past—especially our recent past. Swank's essays, interesting in themselves, may form a portion of the material from which a significant and fascinating history can be written.—Elaine Sloan, Indiana University, Bloomington.


In the preface to this volume, the editors state: "The purpose of this volume . . . is to provide . . . high quality state of the art reviews of thought and research in three areas of emphasis: (1) information, information transfer, and information systems; (2) the uses and effects of communications; (3) the control and regulating of communication and information" (p.vii). This is a very big net. A reviewer can only stand (sit? read?) in awe at the broad display of erudition in these nine essays: artificial intelligence, social cognition, children's television, computer conferencing, television soap operas, and information science, to name but a few topics. Yet if the communication/information arena is to be a field of study, even a discipline, then a volume such as this begins the necessary exploration of its dimensions. A reviewer in limited space can only take a hop, skip, and a jump through the collection, commenting on a few of the essays and pointing at others.

The first essay in the volume is "Social Cognition, Self-Awareness, and Interpersonal
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Essential reading for all librarians... from Academic Press.

The Effective Reference Librarian
DIANA M. THOMAS, ELIZABETH R. EISENBACK, and ANN T. HINCKLEY
FROM THE PREFACE:
This book is designed to introduce the library school student and the new librarian to the context and complexity of actual reference work. The skills to be cultivated by reference librarians are so numerous and varied that reference courses easily become fragmented and emphasize only isolated aspects of reference service. Here, we describe how the reference department and its staff function in a variety of contexts, and discuss underlying considerations of which prospective reference librarians should be aware.
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Announcing the Second Edition of an important textbook and tool for professional librarians...

Management Techniques for Librarians
Second Edition
G. EDWARD EVANS
FROM REVIEWS OF THE FIRST EDITION:
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This book presents the results of the final year of a three-year project, "Statistical Indicators of Scientific and Technical Communication," sponsored by the National Science Foundation. The chapters cover such topics as (1) the conceptual model of the journal system that was utilized in the study; (2) authors, publishers, libraries and secondary services, and users; (3) the flow of information through the journal system; (4) the potential effect of interlibrary lending, networking, and the new copyright law and (5) the future of the journal system in the United States.
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Communication" by C. R. Berger and M. E. Roloff. They skillfully defend the position that "under certain circumstances certain kinds of persons do engage in considerable thinking activity prior to, during, and after social interactions with others" (p.4). John Bowes' thoughtful piece "Mass Utilization of Information Technology" may help to dispel glib notions of social progress through information technology: "If gaps are to be closed between information rich and poor, the capabilities of these systems must cause improvement among the poor at an appreciably greater rate than among the rich" (p.68).

This piece should be read in conjunction with Ronald Rice's "Computer Conferencing."

Brenda Dervin's well-written paper, "Communication Gaps and Inequities: Moving toward a Reconceptualization" is concerned with the exploration of two "gaps": those "seen by observers between . . . message receivers and the hoped-for-effects of these messages"; and those "seen by receivers between the pictures they now have in their heads and the sense they require" to cope with their problems (p.105). This reviewer has already used William Paisley's essay "Information and Work" for a graduate seminar. It is a masterful summary of a huge field, and suffers principally because the topic is so big. It needs at least two good-sized volumes.

James Grunig's "Communication of Scientific Information to Non-Scientists" pulls together several disparate areas of science communication research into a single domain. Karen Levitan's essay "Applying a Holistic Framework to Synthesize Information Science Research" argues, from the general systems point of view, for a synthesis of research about "scientific disciplines as information user systems" (p.264), and away from the fragmentation of reductionist thinking.

Two essays on television conclude the volume: Robert La Rosa's "Formative Evaluation of Children's Television as Mass Communication Research" and Mildred Downing's "American Television Drama—Men, Women, Sex, and Love."

This is an impressive collection of well-written essays, each of which brings together and organizes a range of research into a systematic coherence. Each essay is preceded by
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Clearly fills a need.
A valuable addition to our professional literature.
A clearly written, vital reference to the field.

That's what they've been saying about the

**ALA World Encyclopedia of Library and Information Services**

Robert Wedgeworth, Editor

A major contribution to comparative librarianship and a publishing milestone in the information field.

Here are a few of the many favorable reviews and comments:

"...clearly fills a need for a one-volume reference work that provides extensive and up-to-date information related to libraries and information services." — _College & Research Libraries_

"...a valuable addition to our professional literature and [one that will] undoubtedly be widely and intensively used." — _Journal of Library History_

"I congratulate the editors for having produced so truly magnum opus." — Robert M. Pierson, School of Library and Information Science, Catholic University of America.

The professional review media and librarians and information specialists at every level have joined in their praise of the new _ALA World Encyclopedia_, which made its debut in Spring 1980. This favorable reception supports the editors' initial conviction that there was a need for such a work that, "in one convenient volume seeks to explain fundamental ideas, record historic events and activities, and portray those personalities, living and dead, who have shaped the field."

The _Encyclopedia_ is the result of international collaboration spanning four years of planning and editorial work and engaging almost 400 advisers and contributors from 145 countries of the world. It contains 624 pages, 700,000 words, 452 signed articles, 300 illustrations both historical and contemporary, and 144 statistical tables. Alphabetically-arranged articles, averaging more than a thousand words in length, have been edited for precision and readability, and comparable coverage.

There are two special features of the work. A topical Outlines of Contents gives an overview of the organization of the volume and a fresh view of the organization of knowledge in the field; a precise and innovative Parallel Index in the margins of the text pages brings together index references and related alphabetical articles and provide ready reference information.

The _ALA World Encyclopedia_ enhances reference collections as an invaluable resource for library school students, and provides comprehensive coverage for practitioners and general readers.

624 pages Cloth ISBN 0-8389-0305-3 (1980) $95.00
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a structured outline, a brief table of contents, and followed by an extensive bibliography. This reviewer will return to these essays many times for clarification, leads, explanations, ideas, and especially for the organization of a topic.—Robert S. Taylor, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
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The statistics that are presented are based on a 1 percent systematic sample of the OCLC online union catalog as of January 1980. Detailed data were collected on the use of fields, subfields, indicators in bibliographic records, and on the co-occurrence of fields within bibliographic records. The sample used for the study was obtained by extracting all records with an OCLC control number ending in 44. For each category of this report, the statistics are grouped by format: monographs, serials, audiovisuals, sound recordings, music scores, maps, manuscripts, and cumulative bibliographic files. These statistics should be useful for estimating file growth, selecting subsets of records for local catalogs, and for designing bibliographic record databases.


Analysis of data collected from 3,000 academic libraries by the 1977 Library General Information Surveys reveals that library operating budgets, institutional enrollment, and library circulation are the best predictors of reference and directional transactions. Fifty-five percent of the transactions at reference service points are directional, while the remainder are reference transactions; university libraries report significantly higher numbers of transactions than either four-year or two-year colleges, and publicly controlled colleges report greater numbers than private institutions. Similarly, reference and directional transactions vary with the total operating budget, collection and staff size, and enrollment. The picture is complicated, however, by intervariable relationships, e.g., university libraries tend to have larger operating budgets, staff, and collections. Under these conditions, regression analysis is a better procedure to predict the number of reference and directional transactions.